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Five Minute Lean reveals a fast, easy and new way to improve your job and your
business. Based on the proven "Lean" methodology but encompassing many
new industries, Five Minute Lean combines a powerful story with fast paced
summaries of the tools and techniques, so you can get results quickly and in a
way that is best for you.
Do you want to solve problems in your business once and for all? Some
businesses use root cause analysis methods successfully, many do not. These
methods have huge potential and using them effectively can deliver amazing
results for both you and your business. Being able to use root cause analysis
tools effectively can help solve business problems and prevent them from
reoccurring in the future. But what if there were a couple of little twists you could
use that would make a big difference to your results? This book will share with
you some extra tools that can be used to deliver surprisingly powerful results.
The methods shared in this book are the same methods Giles Johnston uses
with his clients. They are tried, tested and they get results.If you're ready to make
root cause analysis deliver some amazing results for your business, then get
your copy today!
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All organizations experience unintended variation and its consequences. Such
problems exist within a broad range of scope, persistence, and severity across
different industries. Some problems cause minor nuisances, others leads to loss
of customers or money, others yet can be a matter of life and death. The purpose
of this pocket guide is to provide you with easily accessible knowledge about the
art of problem solving, with a specific focus on identifying and eliminating root
causes of problems. Root cause analysis is a skill that absolutely everybody
should master, irrespective of which sector you work in, what educational
background you have, and which position in the organization you hold. The
content in this little pocket guide can contribute to disseminating this skill a little
further in the world.
Vital tools for implementing Lean Six Sigma--what they are, how they work, and
which to use The Lean Six Sigma Pocket Toolbook is today's most complete and
results-based reference to the tools and concepts needed to understand,
implement, and leverage Lean Six Sigma. The only guide that groups tools by
purpose and use, this hands-on reference provides: Analyses of nearly 100 tools
and methodologies--from DMAIC and Pull Systems to Control Charts and Pareto
Charts Detailed explanations of each tool to help you know how, when, and why
to use it for maximum efficacy Sections for each tool explaining how to create it,
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how to interpret what you find, and expert tips Lean Six Sigma is today's leading
technique to maximize production efficiency and maintain control over each step
in the managerial process. With The Lean Six Sigma Pocket Toolbook, you'll
discover how to propel your organization to new levels of competitive
success--one tool at a time.
Healthcare Kaizen focuses on the principles and methods of daily continuous
improvement, or Kaizen, for healthcare professionals and organizations. Kaizen
is a Japanese word that means "change for the better," as popularized by
Masaaki Imai in his 1986 book Kaizen: The Key to Japan‘s Competitive Success
and through the books of Norman Bodek, both o
The purpose of this book is to share what the author has learned about effective
problem solving by exposing the ineffectiveness of conventional wisdom and
presenting a principle-based alternative called Apollo Root Cause Analysis that is
robust, yet familiar and easy to understand. This book will change the way
readers understand the world without changing their minds. One of the most
common responses the author has received from his students of Apollo Root
Cause Analysis is they have always thought this way, but did not know how to
express it. Other students have reported a phenomenon where this material
fundamentally "re-wires" their thinking, leading to a deeply profound
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understanding of our world. At the heart of this book is a new way of
communicating that is revolutionizing the way people all around the world think,
communicate, and make decisions together. Imagine a next decision-making
meeting where everyone is in agreement with the causes of the problem and the
effectiveness of the proposed corrective actions with no conflicts, arguments, or
power politics! This is the promise of Apollo Root Cause Analysis.
The fun and simple problem-solving guide that took Japan by storm Ken
Watanabe originally wrote Problem Solving 101 for Japanese schoolchildren. His
goal was to help shift the focus in Japanese education from memorization to
critical thinking, by adapting some of the techniques he had learned as an elite
McKinsey consultant. He was amazed to discover that adults were hungry for his
fun and easy guide to problem solving and decision making. The book became a
surprise Japanese bestseller, with more than 370,000 in print after six months.
Now American businesspeople can also use it to master some powerful skills.
Watanabe uses sample scenarios to illustrate his techniques, which include logic
trees and matrixes. A rock band figures out how to drive up concert attendance.
An aspiring animator budgets for a new computer purchase. Students decide
which high school they will attend. Illustrated with diagrams and quirky drawings,
the book is simple enough for a middleschooler to understand but sophisticated
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enough for business leaders to apply to their most challenging problems.
Do you have recurring problems that are costing you time and money?
Unresolved problems do more than aggravate. They can increase costs, lower
quality, and drive customers away. Plus, quality management processes, such as
ISO 9001, require organizations to have a corrective and preventive action
process in place. Root cause analysis is integral to the success of any corrective
action or problem-solving process. Unfortunately, root cause analysis is an often
maligned, misunderstood, and misapplied process. Instead of viewing root cause
analysis as an opportunity for improvement, many see it only as an admission
that things have gone wrong. Root cause analysis should be seen as an
opportunity, not a chore. This practical guide offers proven techniques for using
root cause analysis in your organization. Inside you’ll find: What root cause
analysis is When (and when not) to use root cause analysis Who should
participate in the root cause analysis process How to construct a root cause
analysis checklist Examples of how a well-run root cause analysis process works
And much more!
Wine has been around for thousands of years, grape growing and wine
production is worldwide, and recipes are prolific. However, this approach to
winemaking root cause analysis is original and cannot be found in any other
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winemaking publications. The book start with the basics, with the authors' own
basic winemaking steps. This provides a winemaking process and common
language. With this understanding and departure point, they describe Root
Cause Analysis (RCA) methods as applied to winemaking. Though winemaking
appears to have simple steps, problems or flaws inevitably arise. Instant access
to online materials can provide ad-hoc answers to given conditions; however, the
applicability of these solutions to one’s own situation ad particular conditions is
not always clear. Selective changes may or may not solve the problem and in the
winemaking world, it may take years to finish the wine and understand if the
quality actually improved or not. A finished wine will have thousands of particular
current and historical conditions that played some role in its quality.The root
cause analysis (RCA) approach provides a path to sort these out and guide
winemakers to the solution. It creates a problem statement and systematically
divides the world into six discrete groups. This book tackles each and all of these,
one group at a time. The text contains examples that prioritize the contributing
factors. Observations are noted, possibilities identified, and likelihoods assessed.
Actions and tests are identified to aid in assigning risk, corrective action, and
preventive measures. Given limited time and resources, prioritized risks and
actions improve the chance of solving the problem. The book provides problems
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exploring each of their respective six group characteristics. Each RCA step is
described and illustrated in detail. The process is revealed and explained through
multiple examples. Feature 1: Organized systematic method for solving
winemaking quality problems Feature 2: Applicable to amateur or commercial
winemakers or any other product or system development activity and
organization Feature 3: Unique new application to the wine making world but
similar methods historically used in complex aerospace product development
Feature 4: Teaching winemakers and producers how to think about uncertainty
and error. It’s possible that gold medal wine, or 95-point Wine Spectator score,
or 93-point Robert Parker score was deserved for that particular wine and
vintage. But it is also possible you were very lucky. It may not be earned again in
next year’s vintage. This book teaches approaches and methods to maintain and
or improve the quality, every year. Feature 5: Application of a potentially 'dry'
rigorous root cause analysis approach in a world that enables the joy of creating
and appreciating something very enjoyable. It will help you smile, at least once a
year.
In Developing Lean Leaders at all Levels we build on the theory in the original
book, The Toyota Way to Lean Leadership, and answer the questions: How can I
apply this in my organization? What concrete actions can I take to begin the
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journey of becoming a lean leader? How can I spread this learning to all parts of
the organization? What critical tools are needed to turn the theory to practice?
This book adds examples from over twenty years of experience by Dr. Liker in
working with companies outside of Toyota. The book treats you as a student who
will be actively engaged in developing lean leader skills as you read. It acts as a
tutorial for beginning the journey.
Generate Better, Faster Results— Using Less Capital and Fewer Resources!
“[The High-Velocity Edge] contains ideas that form the basis for structured
continuous learning and improvement in every aspect of our lives. While this
book is tailored to business leaders, it should be read by high school seniors,
college students, and those already in the workforce. With the broad societal
application of these ideas, we can achieve levels of accomplishment not even
imagined by most people.” The Honorable Paul H. O’Neill, former CEO and
Chairman, Alcoa, and Former Secretary of the Treasury “Some firms outperform
competitors in many ways at once—cost, speed, innovation, service. How? Steve
Spear opened my eyes to the secret of systemizing innovation: taking it from the
occasional, unpredictable ‘stroke of genius’ to something you and your people
do month-in, month-out to outdistance rivals.” Scott D. Cook, founder and
Chairman of the Executive Committee, Intuit, Inc. “Steven Spear connects a
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deep study of systems with practical management insights and does it better than
any organizational scholar I know. [This] is a profoundly important book that will
challenge and inspire executives in all industries to think more clearly about the
technical and social foundations of organizational excellence.” Donald M.
Berwick, M.D., M.P.P., President and CEO, Institute for Healthcare Improvement
About the Book How can some companies perform so well that their industry
counterparts are competitors in name only? Although they operate in the same
industry, serve the same market, and even use the same suppliers, these
extraordinary, high-velocity organizations consistently outperform all the
competition—and, more importantly, continually widen their leads. In The HighVelocity Edge, the reissued edition of five-time Shingo Prize winner Steven J.
Spear’s critically acclaimed book Chasing the Rabbit, Spear describes what sets
market-dominating companies apart and provides a detailed framework you can
leverage to surge to the lead in your own industry. Spear examines the internal
operations of dominant organizations across a wide spectrum of industries, from
technology to design and from manufacturing to health care. While he
investigates several great operational triumphs, like top-tier teaching hospitals’
fantastic improvements in quality of care, Pratt & Whitney’s competitive gains in
jet engine design, and the U.S. Navy’s breakthroughs in inventing and applying
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nuclear propulsion, The High-Velocity Edge is not just about the adoration of
success. It also takes a critical look at some of the operational missteps that have
humbled even the most reputable and respected of companies and
organizations. The decades-long prominence of Toyota, for example, is
contrasted with the many factors leading to the automaker’s sweeping 2010
product recalls. Taken together, these multiple perspectives and in-depth case
studies show how to: Build a system of “dynamic discovery” designed to reveal
operational problems and weaknesses as they arise Attack and solve problems
when and where they occur, converting weaknesses into strengths Disseminate
knowledge gained from solving local problems throughout the company as a
whole Create managers invested in developing everyone’s capacity to
continually innovate and improve Whatever kind of company you operate— from
technology to fi nance to healthcare— mastery of these four key capabilities will
put you on the fast track to operational excellence, where you will generate
faster, better results—using less capital and fewer resources. Apply the lessons of
Steven J. Spear and gain a high-velocity edge over every competitor in your
industry.
The Practical Guide to Lean Sigma Problem-Solving--Expanded & Updated!
Lean Sigma delivers results--if you use the right tools and techniques. In this
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updated edition, Ian Wedgwood details his proven best-practices from more than
forty successful Six Sigma and Lean deployments in multiple industries, helping
you identify and apply the solutions that will work best in your projects. This
expanded edition offers detailed guidance on DMAIC process improvement,
DMASC standardization, Kaizen accelerated improvement, and more.
Wedgwood helps you identify potential Lean Sigma projects, even in processes
without obvious targets. He illuminates fast, effective routes to solving global and
individual step-process problems, and explains why these solutions work. Next,
he presents 62 detailed "tools roadmaps": step-by-step instructions showing
exactly how and when to use each of these techniques: 5 Whys 5S Affinity Anova
Box plot Capability C&E matrix Chi-Square Concept ideation, design, selection
Control charts Control plan Core process map Critical path analysis Customer
interviewing Customer requirements tree Customer surveys D-Study Demand
profiling Demand segmentation DOE Fishbone diagram Handoff map KPOVs &
data Load chart MSAs Multi-Cycle analysis Multi-Vari studies Murphy's analysis
Normality test OEE Pareto chart Process performance mgmt. Poka Yoke
Process board Process FMEA Process scorecard Process variables (I/O) map
Project charter Pull systems & Kanban Rapid changeover (SMED) Regression
SIPOC Spaghetti map Standard work instructions SPC Swimlane map Test of
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equal variance Time Total productive maintenance T-tests Value stream map
With this guide Green, Black, or Master Black Belts will benefit from decades of
Six Sigma and Lean consulting experience.
RealityCharting is a new way of thinking that goes far beyond the traditional root
cause analysis problem-solving processes. It provides structure to each
stakeholder's reality, thus creating a common reality that all can buy into. In this
companion book to the RealityCharting software, you will not only discover a
simple process that defines the structure of causation, you will find links to online
interactive exercises and training that help you better understand the process.
What took days in a classroom can now be learned in a matter of hours. The
RealityCharting process and software easily facilitates creating a common reality
from the input of all stakeholders and thus minimises the normal conflict and
power politics found in conventional root cause analysis processes. Available in
six languages, the RealityCharting software easily supports global operations and
should be used to document the causes of your successes.
« This is a must read for every B2B entrepreneur, SaaS creator or consultant and
business school student. It's the kind of book you don't read once, you go back to
it on a regular basis. » - Carmen Gerea, CEO & Co-founder, UsabilityChefs Lean
B2B helps entrepreneurs and innovators quickly find traction in the enterprise.
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Packed with more than 20 case studies and used by thousands around the world,
Lean B2B consolidates the best thinking around Business- to-Business (B2B)
customer development to help entrepreneurs and innovators focus on the right
things each step of the way, leaving as little as possible to luck. The book helps:
• Assess the market potential of opportunities to find the right opportunity for your
team • Find early adopters, quickly establish credibility and convince business
stakeholders to work with you • Find and prioritize business problems in
corporations and identify the stakeholders with the power to influence a purchase
decision • Create a minimum viable product and a compelling offer, validate a
solution and evaluate whether your team has found product-market fit • Identify
and avoid common challenges faced by entrepreneurs and learn ninja techniques
to speed up product-market validation « The book will pay itself off in the first
couple of pages! » - Ben Sardella, Co-Founder, Datanyze ????? 86% of Readers
Rated it 5-Stars ????? « Treat this book like a map to show you where you are
and a compass to show you the direction. I wish I could have read it 2 or 3 years
ago. » – Jonathan Gebauer, Founder, exploreB2B « Lean B2B is filled with rocksolid advice for technology entrepreneurs who want a rapid-growth trajectory.
Read it to increase your certainty and your success rate. » - Jill Konrath, Author
of AGILE SELLING and Selling to Big Companies « Probably the most slept on
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book in the Lean startup market right now.... There is no sugarcoating here.
Garbugli tells you exactly what needs to happen and how to make it happen...
literally holds your hand and spells it out. I was really impressed with the overall
depth and advice presented. » - AJ, B2B Entrepreneur « The book I read of which
I have learned the most. » - Etienne Thouin, Founder and CTO, SQLNext
Software « This book is essential reading for would-be entrepreneurs who face
the daunting task of entering B2B markets. » – Paul Gillin, Co-Author, Social
Marketing to the Business Customer
A thoroughly updated and revised look at system reliability theory Since the first
edition of this popular text was published nearly a decade ago, new standards
have changed the focus of reliability engineering and introduced new concepts
and terminology not previously addressed in the engineering literature.
Consequently, the Second Edition of System Reliability Theory: Models,
Statistical Methods, and Applications has been thoroughly rewritten and updated
to meet current standards. To maximize its value as a pedagogical tool, the
Second Edition features: Additional chapters on reliability of maintained systems
and reliability assessment of safety-critical systems Discussion of basic
assessment methods for operational availability and production regularity New
concepts and terminology not covered in the first edition Revised sequencing of
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chapters for better pedagogical structure New problems, examples, and cases for
a more applied focus An accompanying Web site with solutions, overheads, and
supplementary information With its updated practical focus, incorporation of
industry feedback, and many new examples based on real industry problems and
data, the Second Edition of this important text should prove to be more useful
than ever for students, instructors, and researchers alike.
Si usted quiere entender como se origino el sistema de producci?n Toyota y por
que tiene exito, debe leer este libro. Aqui encontrara una introducci?n avanzada
del justo a tiempo. El mundo le debe mucho a Taiichi Ohno. Nos ha demostrado
como fbricar con mayor eficacia, como reducir costos, como producir una mayor
calidad, y a examinar atentamente como nosotros, en nuestra calidad de seres
humanos, trabajamos en una fbrica. El relato que Ohno cuenta en este libro es
brillante. Deberia ser leido por todos los gerentes. No es solo un relato acerca de
la fabricaci?n; sino tambien sobre como dirigir exitosamente una empresa.
Apply software-inspired management concepts to accelerate modern marketing
In many ways, modern marketing has more in common with the software
profession than it does with classic marketing management. As surprising as that
may sound, it's the natural result of the world going digital. Marketing must move
faster, adapt more quickly to market feedback, and manage an increasingly
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complex set of customer experience touchpoints. All of these challenges are
shaped by the dynamics of software—from the growing number of technologies in
our own organizations to the global forces of the Internet at large. But you can
turn that to your advantage. And you don't need to be technical to do it. Hacking
Marketing will show you how to conquer those challenges by adapting successful
management frameworks from the software industry to the practice of marketing
for any business in a digital world. You'll learn about agile and lean management
methodologies, innovation techniques used by high-growth technology
companies that any organization can apply, pragmatic approaches for scaling up
marketing in a fragmented and constantly shifting environment, and strategies to
unleash the full potential of talent in a digital age. Marketing responsibilities and
tactics have changed dramatically over the past decade. This book now updates
marketing management to better serve this rapidly evolving discipline. Increase
the tempo of marketing's responsiveness without chaos or burnout Design
"continuous" marketing programs and campaigns that constantly evolve Drive
growth with more marketing experiments while actually reducing risk Architect
marketing capabilities in layers to better scale and adapt to change Balance
strategic focus with the ability to harness emergent opportunities As a marketer
and a manager, Hacking Marketing will expand your mental models for how to
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lead marketing in a digital world where everything—including marketing—flows with
the speed and adaptability of software.
Although there are many books on root cause analysis (RCA), most concentrate
on team actions such as brainstorming and using quality tools to discuss the
failure under investigation. These may be necessary steps during RCA, but
authors often fail to mention the most important member of an RCA team—the
failed part. Root Cause Analysis: A Step-By-Step Guide to Using the Right Tool
at the Right Time provides authoritative guidance on how to empirically
investigate quality failures using scientific method in the form of cycles of plan-docheck-act (PDCA), supported by the use of quality tools. Focusing on the use of
proven quality tools to empirically investigate issues, the book starts by
describing the theoretical background behind using the scientific method and
quality tools for RCA. Next, it supplies step-by-step instructions for performing
RCA with the tools discussed in the first section. The book’s clear examples
illustrate how to integrate PDCA with the scientific method and quality tools when
investigating real-world quality failures. This RCA guide provides root cause
investigators with a tool kit for the quick and accurate selection of the appropriate
tool during a root cause investigation. It includes an appendix with a guide to tool
selection based on the intended use of the tool. There is also an appendix that
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defines the terminology used in the book. After reading this book, you will
understanding how to integrate the scientific method, quality tools, and statistics,
in the form of exploratory data analysis, to build a picture of the actual situation
under investigation that will lead you to the true root cause of an event. The tools
and concepts presented in the text are appropriate for professionals in both the
manufacturing and service industries.
5 WhysOne of the Simplest and Fastest Problem-Solving Ways to Get to the
Root of the ProblemIndependently Published
Great things don't happen in a vacuum. But creating an environment for creative
thinking and innovation can be a daunting challenge. How can you make it
happen at your company? The answer may surprise you: gamestorming. This
book includes more than 80 games to help you break down barriers,
communicate better, and generate new ideas, insights, and strategies. The
authors have identified tools and techniques from some of the world's most
innovative professionals, whose teams collaborate and make great things
happen. This book is the result: a unique collection of games that encourage
engagement and creativity while bringing more structure and clarity to the
workplace. Find out why -- and how -- with Gamestorming. Overcome conflict
and increase engagement with team-oriented games Improve collaboration and
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communication in cross-disciplinary teams with visual-thinking techniques
Improve understanding by role-playing customer and user experiences Generate
better ideas and more of them, faster than ever before Shorten meetings and
make them more productive Simulate and explore complex systems, interactions,
and dynamics Identify a problem's root cause, and find the paths that point
toward a solution
"The chief cause of problems is solutions."- Eric Sevareid"Every situation, no
matter how complex it initially looks, is exceedingly simple."- Eli Goldratt In 2018 I
attended a training course in Paris that fundamentally changed my perspective.
This was H. William (Bill) Dettmer's six-day course in the Logical Thinking
Process, an exceptionally powerful methodology for strategy definition and
problem solving, based on the methods of Dr. Eli Goldratt, author of The Goal
and systems management legend, adapted and refined by Bill Dettmer.Towards
the end of the course I realized how mastering this rigorous methodology
changes the way you approach situations of any kind. It helps you deal with
difficult situations in a way few if any other methodologies can.Achieve
breakthrough results by deciphering complex causality, unearthing false
assumptions and removing the conflicts caused by faulty mental models; this is
what the Logical Thinking Process helps us to do, using classical cause-effect
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logic. In this book, a simple, everyday example is used to demonstrate how to
apply the Logical Thinking Process and how it helps us drive success by making
sounder, more rational decisions. The book also contains practical organizational
examples and a concise overview of the framework.
This best-seller can help anyone whose role is to try to find specific causes for
failures. It provides detailed steps for solving problems, focusing more heavily on
the analytical process involved in finding the actual causes of problems. It does
this using figures, diagrams, and tools useful for helping to make our thinking
visible. This increases our ability to see what is truly significant and to better
identify errors in our thinking. In the sections on finding root causes, this second
edition now includes: more examples on the use of multi-vari charts; how thought
experiments can help guide data interpretation; how to enhance the value of the
data collection process; cautions for analyzing data; and what to do if one can’t
find the causes. In its guidance on solution identification, biomimicry and TRIZ
have been added as potential solution identification techniques. In addition, the
appendices have been revised to include: an expanded breakdown of the 7 M’s,
which includes more than 50 specific possible causes; forms for tracking causes
and solutions, which can help maintain alignment of actions; techniques for how
to enhance the interview process; and example responses to problem situations
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that the reader can analyze for appropriateness.
In the work environment we need to ask ourselves to know more about what is
actually happening in the process. Have you ever wondered why a problem
happened? Discover how to identify the root cause with the book 5 why.
The Missing Link to Toyota-Style Success—LEAN LEADERSHIP Winner of the
2012 Shingo Research and Professional Publications Award “This great book
reveals the secret ingredient to lean success: lean leadership. Not only is it a
pleasure to read, but it is also deep and enlightening. This book is an absolute
must-read for anyone interested in lean: it’s both an eye opener and a game
changer.” —Michael Ballé, Ph.D., coauthor of The Gold Mine and The Lean
Manager “This will immediately be recognized as the most important book ever
published to understand and guide ‘True North Lean’ and the goal of perpetual
business excellence.” —Ross E. Robson, President and CEO, DnR Lean, LLC,
and the original Director of The Shingo Prize “An excellent book that will shape
leadership development for decades to come.” —Karen Martin, Principal, Karen
Martin & Associates, and author of The Kaizen Event Planner About the Book:
TOYOTA. The name signifies greatness— world-class cars and game-changing
business thinking. One key to the Toyota Motor Company’s unprecedented
success is its famous production system and its lesser-known product
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development program. These strategies consider the end user at every turn and
have become the model for the global lean business movement. All too often,
organizations adopting lean miss the most critical ingredient—lean leadership.
Toyota makes enormous investments in carefully selecting and intensively
developing leaders who fit its unique philosophy and culture. Thanks to the
company’s lean leadership approach, explains Toyota Way author Jeffrey Liker
and former Toyota executive Gary Convis, the celebrated carmaker has set into
motion a drive for continuous improvement at all levels of its business. This has
allowed for: Constant growth: Toyota increased profitability for 58 consecutive
years—slowing down only in the face of 2008’s worldwide financial difficulties, the
recall crisis, and the worst Japanese earthquake of the century. Unstoppable
inventiveness: Toyota’s approach to innovative thinking and problem solving has
resulted in top industry ratings and incredible customer satisfaction, while
allowing the company to weather these three crises in rapid succession and to
come out stronger. Strong branding and respect: Toyota’s reputation was
instrumental in the company’s ability to withstand the recalls-driven media storm
of 2010. But what looked to some to be a sinking ship is once again running
under a full head of steam. Perhaps the Toyota culture had weakened, but lean
leadership was the beacon that showed the way back. In fact, writes Liker, the
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company is “as good and perhaps a better model for lean leadership than it ever
has been.” of innovation and growth. Yet, Industry Week reports that just 2
percent of companies using lean processes can likewise claim to have had longterm success. What the other 98 percent lack is unified leadership with a
common method and philosophy. If you want to get lean, you have to take it to
the leadership level. The Toyota Way to Lean Leadership shows you how.
Have you ever solved problems which then recur again and again? Have you ever thought
about the benefits you may have from learning a practical approach to clarify complex
scenarios? Do you know the rule to build up effective countermeasures? APS is now in its
second edition with more content and more examples. Aps is the Methodology of Problem
Solving which combines an easy application to real problems and an outstanding effectiveness
in finding reliable solutions to avoid the same problems from recurring in the future. The book
takes the readers through the methodology by directly working on their own problems, with a
lot of real examples and useful check points. Applied Problem Solving collects years of
experience of those who have had to use and adapt methods of problem solving in order to
achieve operational excellence and management successes. This whole experience has been
transformed into a robust mental pathway full of insights, ideas and innovative models useful to
apply the art of Problem Solving. The application of Problem Solving needs innovative
approaches and methods that this volume aims to present in a clear, concise and effective
way, also with the aid of several case studies borrowed from different real every-day life
scenarios.
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Discusses ways to run meetings effectively and efficiently.
Project retrospectives help teams examine what went right and what went wrong on a project.
But traditionally, retrospectives (also known as "post-mortems") are only helpful at the end of
the project--too late to help. You need agile retrospectives that are iterative and incremental.
You need to accurately find and fix problems to help the team today. Now, Derby and Larsen
show you the tools, tricks, and tips you need to fix the problems you face on a software
development project on an on-going basis. You'll see how to architect retrospectives in
general, how to design them specifically for your team and organization, how to run them
effectively, how to make the needed changes, and how to scale these techniques up. You'll
learn how to deal with problems, and implement solutions effectively throughout the
project--not just at the end. With regular tune-ups, your team will hum like a precise, worldclass orchestra.
Outlines a revisionist approach to management while arguing against common perceptions
about the inevitability of startup failures, explaining the importance of providing genuinely
needed products and services as well as organizing a business that can adapt to continuous
customer feedback.
Are you trying to improve performance, but find that the same problems keep getting in the
way? Safety, health, environmental quality, reliability, production, and security are at stake.
You need the long-term planning that will keep the same issues from recurring. Root Cause
Analysis Handbook: A Guide to Effective Incident Investigation is a powerful tool that gives you
a detailed step-by-step process for learning from experience. Reach for this handbook any
time you need field-tested advice for investigating, categorizing, reporting and trending, and
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ultimately eliminating the root causes of incidents. It includes step-by-step instructions,
checklists, and forms for performing an analysis and enables users to effectively incorporate
the methodology and apply it to a variety of situations. Using the structured techniques in the
Root Cause Analysis Handbook, you will: Understand why root causes are important. Identify
and define inherent problems. Collect data for problem-solving. Analyze data for root causes.
Generate practical recommendations. The third edition of this global classic is the most
comprehensive, all-in-one package of book, downloadable resources, color-coded RCA map,
and licensed access to online resources currently available for Root Cause Analysis (RCA).
Called by users "the best resource on the subject" and "in a league of its own." Based on
globally successful, proprietary methodology developed by ABS Consulting, an international
firm with 50 years' experience in 35 countries. Root Cause Analysis Handbook is widely used
in corporate training programs and college courses all over the world. If you are responsible for
quality, reliability, safety, and/or risk management, you'll want this comprehensive and practical
resource at your fingertips. The book has also been selected by the American Society for
Quality (ASQ) and the Risk and Insurance Society (RIMS) as a "must have" for their members.
Ricardo Semler thinks that companies ought to put employee freedom and satisfaction ahead
of corporate goals. Imagine a company where employees set their own hours; where there are
no offices, no job titles, no business plans; where employees get to endorse or veto any new
venture; where kids are encouraged to run the halls; and where the CEO lets other people
make nearly all the decisions. This company—Semco—actually exists, and despite a seeming
recipe for chaos, its revenues have grown from $35 million to $160 million in the last six years.
It has virtually no staff turnover, and there are no signs that its growth will stop any time soon.
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How did Semco become wildly successful despite breaking many of the commonly accepted
laws of business? In The Seven-Day Weekend, Ricardo Semler shows that for those willing to
take a chance, there is a better way to run a workplace. He explains how the technology that
was supposed to make life easier—laptops, cell phones, e-mail, pagers—has in fact stolen free
time and destroyed the traditional nine-to-five workday. But this can be a good thing—if you
have the freedom to get your job done on your own terms and to blend your work life and
personal life with enthusiasm and creative energy. Smart bosses will eventually realize that
you might be most productive if you work on Sunday afternoon, play golf on Monday morning,
go to a movie on Tuesday afternoon, and watch your child play soccer on Thursday. This is a
radical book that will challenge the business world to make the seven-day weekend a reality.
"Sheila speaks to both the heart and habits of the woman who is wife and mother. The lessons
in this book are biblical, doable, and affordable!"--Margaret B. Buchanan From advertisements
to mommy blogs to Pinterest, scenes of domestic bliss abound, painting a picture of perfection
and expectation nearly impossible to live up to. Why can't you work a full-time job, stylishly
clothe yourself and your children, plan a party for twelve with handmade decorations, keep
your house sparkling clean without chemicals, and bake a gourmet meal in the same day?
Everyone else is doing it! For many women, housework has become more than chores that
need to be done; it is a symbol of identity. Sheila Wray Gregoire wants to stop that thinking in
its tracks and help women back to a life of balance--for their sakes and for their families. She
encourages women to shift their focus from housekeeping to relationships and shows them
how to foster responsibility and respect in all family members. The second edition retains the
helpful, concrete advice on everyday situations such as strategies for tackling chores and
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budgets and tips on effective communication, while incorporating the wisdom Sheila has
gained through her interaction with thousands of readers of her blog and through her speaking
ministry over the past ten years. Through the principles in To Love, Honor, and Vacuum,
Gregoire promises readers they can grow and thrive in the midst of their hectic lives--even if
their circumstances stay the same.
This book is open access under a CC BY-NC 3.0 IGO license. This book comprehensively
covers topics in knowledge management and competence in strategy development,
management techniques, collaboration mechanisms, knowledge sharing and learning, as well
as knowledge capture and storage. Presented in accessible “chunks,” it includes more than
120 topics that are essential to high-performance organizations. The extensive use of quotes
by respected experts juxtaposed with relevant research to counterpoint or lend weight to key
concepts; “cheat sheets” that simplify access and reference to individual articles; as well as
the grouping of many of these topics under recurrent themes make this book unique. In
addition, it provides scalable tried-and-tested tools, method and approaches for improved
organizational effectiveness. The research included is particularly useful to knowledge workers
engaged in executive leadership; research, analysis and advice; and corporate management
and administration. It is a valuable resource for those working in the public, private and third
sectors, both in industrialized and developing countries.
In the field of maintenance, good problem-solving practices are among the most important
elements to maximizing equipment uptime, and by resolving the root cause of the failure, in
increasing equipment reliability. To be successful, an organization must be able to resolve the
effects of a failure quickly so that it can go back to normal, and, in some cases, determine the
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cause of the failure so that a permanent solution can be identified and implemented. These are
two distinct requirements (troubleshooting and root cause failure analysis), with distinctive
requirements. Both are important, and one cannot exist without the other if we want to be
efficient and effective in resolving asset failures. This work takes a unique approach to
equipment failure-related problem solving by presenting both types of failure resolution
techniques, the purpose of each, and describing how best to use them. In presenting root
cause failure analysis, the book distinguishes between information gathering and failure
analysis. It provides five information gathering methods and three root cause analysis methods
from the 5-Whys to Logic Tree Analysis to Single Functional Failure RCM. It follows a
structured approach to managing the RCFA, from stabilizing the site and gathering information,
to implementing and sustaining the results, to leveraging the solution. This book provides
practical methods and tools needed to achieve problem-solving goals and objectives, both
when troubleshooting a problem as well as when determining a permanent solution. All of this
information is kept to a concise and extremely readable length and format. The market needs a
practical troubleshooting and RCFA guide that is not software specific and that provides a
clear, structured approach to both. This work is that rare find. Features Explores problem
solving as a science. Focuses on how to help an organization be successful, both at quickly
getting the plant back in operation, and defining permanent solutions. The only book to detail
troubleshooting and RCFA under the same cover.
As consumers, we have a greater selection of higher quality goods & services to choose from,
yet our experience of obtaining & using these items is more frustrating than ever. At the same
time, companies find themselves with declining customer loyalty & greater challenges in
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fulfilling orders. This text offers solutions to these problems.
This updated and expanded edition discusses many different tools for root cause analysis and
presents them in an easy-to-follow structure: a general description of the tool, its purpose and
typical applications, the procedure when using it, an example of its use, a checklist to help you
make sure if is applied properly, and different forms and templates (that can also be found on
an accompanying CD-ROM). The examples used are general enough to apply to any industry
or market. The layout of the book has been designed to help speed your learning. Throughout,
the authors have split the pages into two halves: the top half presents key concepts using brief
language—almost keywords—and the bottom half uses examples to help explain those
concepts. A roadmap in the margin of every page simplifies navigating the book and searching
for specific topics. The book is suited for employees and managers at any organizational level
in any type of industry, including service, manufacturing, and the public sector.
This book is intended for anyone who wants to know about the 5 Whys and how to use
them.The Five Whys tool is considered as the number one tool in ease of use in recognizing
the truth of the problems and revealing its causing secrets, as it is considered a complement to
many quality tools and systems. Although, there are few who can explain it well, and some
even talk about it as if nothing.If you are a student, worker, manager, nurse, teacher,
unemployed or anything else and you encounter problems and want to solve them from their
roots in an easy and effective way, then this book will help you put your feet on the route of
knowledge.As a help, I added templates to help you sort ideas and find causes.When I wrote
this work, I tried to keep away from prolonged unhelpful explanation or the use of theorizing. I
relied on my accumulated experience over more than 20 years in the field of quality to
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summarize this topic in an easy, smooth and possibly new way.In this book, you will learn
about: - Definition of the problem.- How to represent the problem as a tree.- Learn about the
Five Whys.- Types of the Five Whys: simple, tree, in an organization.- When to use each type
or method.- Detailed usage steps.- When to stop asking questions.- How to know that you
have reached the root of the problem.- Attributes that the problem-solving persons should
have.- How to benefit you as a leader.- How to benefit you in your job.- Rocket and the fly
theory in dealing with problems.- Examples, exercises, models, etc
This unique and engaging open access title provides a compelling and ground-breaking
account of the patient safety movement in the United States, told from the perspective of one
of its most prominent leaders, and arguably the movement's founder, Lucian L. Leape, MD.
Covering the growth of the field from the late 1980s to 2015, Dr. Leape details the
developments, actors, organizations, research, and policy-making activities that marked the
evolution and major advances of patient safety in this time span. In addition, and perhaps most
importantly, this book not only comprehensively details how and why human and systems
errors too often occur in the process of providing health care, it also promotes an in-depth
understanding of the principles and practices of patient safety, including how they were
influenced by today's modern safety sciences and systems theory and design. Indeed, the
book emphasizes how the growing awareness of systems-design thinking and the selfeducation and commitment to improving patient safety, by not only Dr. Leape but a wide range
of other clinicians and health executives from both the private and public sectors, all converged
to drive forward the patient safety movement in the US. Making Healthcare Safe is divided into
four parts: I. In the Beginning describes the research and theory that defined patient safety and
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the early initiatives to enhance it. II. Institutional Responses tells the stories of the efforts of the
major organizations that began to apply the new concepts and make patient safety a reality.
Most of these stories have not been previously told, so this account becomes their histories as
well. III. Getting to Work provides in-depth analyses of four key issues that cut across
disciplinary lines impacting patient safety which required special attention. IV. Creating a
Culture of Safety looks to the future, marshalling the best thinking about what it will take to
achieve the safe care we all deserve.
Your go-to guide on business analysis Business analysis refers to the set of tasks and
activities thathelp companies determine their objectives for meeting certainopportunities or
addressing challenges and then help them definesolutions to meet those objectives. Those
engaged in businessanalysis are charged with identifying the activities that enablethe company
to define the business problem or opportunity, definewhat the solutions looks like, and define
how it should behave inthe end. As a BA, you lay out the plans for the processahead. Business
Analysis For Dummies is the go to reference onhow to make the complex topic of business
analysis easy tounderstand. Whether you are new or have experience with businessanalysis,
this book gives you the tools, techniques, tips andtricks to set your project’s expectations and
on the path tosuccess. Offers guidance on how to make an impact in your organizationby
performing business analysis Shows you the tools and techniques to be an effective
businessanalysis professional Provides a number of examples on how to perform
businessanalysis regardless of your role If you're interested in learning about the tools and
techniquesused by successful business analysis professionals, BusinessAnalysis For
Dummies has you covered.
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